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Abstract. Degree extraction across a negation in the standard clause of a comparison construction is well documented
to result in ungrammaticality (Rullmann 1995; Fox & Hackl 2006). Negative Indefinites in German appear to be an
exception to this generalization when they occur in the complement clause of an equative. When they do, they
generate a reading that cannot be derived by traditional scope-taking mechanisms (Penka 2011). In this talk, we
propose a solution to this puzzling behavior adopting a decompositonal approach to Negative Indefinites (e.g. Jacobs
1980, 1982; Kratzer 1995), under which they consist of two independent operators at Logical Form, negation and
an existential quantifier. We suggest that in the case of the equative, negation takes scope over an exhaustification
operator, while the existential is interpreted within the complement clause. Under this analysis, Penka (2011)’s puzzle
is a result of an interesting interaction at the interface between semantics and pragmatics, which in turn provides
additional support for a grammatical view of scalar implicatures (e.g. Chierchia, Fox & Spector 2012).

1 Introduction

The topic of today’s talk:

a long-standing puzzle in the semantics of comparison constructions,
the interpretation of Negative Indefinites in the complement clause of German degree equatives
(von Stechow 1984b, Penka 2011)

(1) Helena
Helena

ist
is

so
so

schön
beautiful

[wie
how

keine
no

andere
other

Frau].
woman

‘Helena is more beautiful than any other woman.’ (!)

– degree equative –

Why this particular interpretation? Why not ungrammatical?
(Like other negation. Like in the comparative. And like in English, I believe.)

(2) *Anne
Ann

ist
is

so
so

groß
tall

[wie
how

Peter
Pete

nicht].
not

Like English: *Ann is as tall as Pete isn’t.

– Negative Island Effect (NIE) –

(3) *Helena
Helena

ist
is

schöner
beautiful+er

[als
than

keine
no

andere
other

Frau].
woman

Like English: *Helena is more beautiful than no other woman.

– comparative –

Negative Island Effects, the generalization:
No degree extraction across a negation.
(e.g. Rizzi 1990, Rullmann 1995, Fox & Hackl 2006)

*[wh [hd,ti �1, d [neg. [t1,d (gradable adjective)]]]]
"___________|

1 Derived from joint work with Malte Zimmermann (Universität Potsdam). For comments and discussion, I
would like to thank Giuliano Armenante, Nadine Bade, Sigrid Beck, Anna Howell, and Konstantin Sachs.
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The plot for today’s talk:

1. Take a step back and look at the syntax of the comparative clause
and the semantics of the comparative and the equative.

2. Re-visit the behavior of negation in the comparative clause and a standard explanation.
Then, re-visit the puzzle from Negative Indefinites.

3. Introduce my proposal, under which the decomposition of the Negative Indefinite
interacts with the generation of scalar implicatures.

4. Discuss some repercussions of the proposal and conclude.

2 Some Background

2.1 The Syntax of the Comparative Clause
and the Semantics of the Degree

“When we make comparisons, we have in mind points on a scale.” (Cresswell 1976, p. 266)

(4) Peter
Pete

ist
is

größer
taller

[als
than

(wie)
how

Anne
Ann

groß ist].
tall is

‘Pete is taller than Ann.’

– comparative –

(5)

Some core ingredients of degree semantics:
(von Stechow (1984a,b), Heim (1985, 2001), Beck (2011))

(i) a new semantic type d for degrees, abstract entities on scales, which
(ii) are introduced into the semantics by gradable predicates,

which express relations between degrees and an individual2, and
(iii) a set of operators which bind these degrees by quantifying over them,

among them a clausal comparative operator and a equative operator.3

2 There are a number of different approaches to how degrees enter the grammar. Under the most prominent
alternative to the semantics of gradable adjectives (e.g.Bartsch & Vennemann 1972; Kennedy & McNally
1999; Svenonius & Kennedy 2006), these denote measure functions of type he, di, rather than relations of type
hd, he, tii. For our plot, nothing hinges on the choice between the two semantic types, though.

3 See Beck (2011) as well as Hohaus (2015) for overviews. For the quantificational analysis of the comparative,
see Heim (2001) and Stateva (2002), among many others. See Heim (1985) and Kennedy (1997) for a non-
quantificational semantics for degree operators.
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(6) J groß (‘tall’) K = �dd.�xe. height(x) � d

(7) J -er K = �D0
hd,ti.�Dhd,ti. {d : D0(d) = 1} ⇢ {d : D(d) = 1}

The comparative thus relates two sets of degrees.
(Here, the set of Pete and Ann’s respective height degrees.)
Both derived in the syntax by movement:

(8) a. Logical Form:
[ [DegP -er [hd,ti how �1, d [Ann [t1,d tall]]]] [hd,ti �2, d [Pete [t2,d tall]]] ]

"_________| (wh-movement)
"________________________________| (Quantifier Raising)

In more detail:

DegPhdt,ti

-er hdt,hdt,tii CP

wie

‘how’

hd,ti

1 t

Anne APhe,ti

t1,d großhd,he,tii
‘tall’

hd,ti

2 t

Petee APhe,ti

t2,d groß hd,he,tii
‘tall’

b. Interpretation of the comparative:
J [�2, d [Pete [t2,hdi tall]]] Kg = [�d.height(P ) � d]
J [�1, d [Ann [t1,hdi tall]]] Kg = [�d.height(A) � d]

J (4) Kg = 1 iff {d : height(A) � d} ⇢ {d : height(P ) � d}
iff Pete’s height exceeds Ann’s height (shorthand: A ⇢ P )

The equative only differs from the comparative in the relation it expresses between the two sets:
(Cresswell (1976), Rullmann (1995), Meier (2000, 2003), Beck (2011), Rett (2015))

(9) Susanne
Susan

ist
is

so
so

groß
tall

[wie
how

Anne
Ann

groß ist].
tall is

‘Susan is as tall as Ann.’

– degree equative –

(10) J so K = J as K = �D0
hd,ti.�Dhd,ti. {d : D0(d) = 1} ✓ {d : D(d) = 1}

Structurally entirely parallel to the comparative at Logical Form:

(11) a. Logical Form:
[ [DegP so [hd,ti how �1, d [Ann [t1,d tall]]]] [hd,ti �2, d [Susan [t2,d tall]]] ]

b. Interpretation of the degree equative:
J (9) Kg = 1 iff {d : height(A) � d} ✓ {d : height(S) � d}
iff Susan’s height equals or exceeds Ann’s height (shorthand: A ✓ P )
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Entailment relation: A ⇢ P ! A ✓ P
(See also Horn (1972, pp. 51-52).)

Scalar implicature of the degree equative: ¬(A ⇢ P ). Thus, A = P .
(See also Rett (2015).)

This exactly-implicature can be canceled or even be explicitly asserted:

(12) Nadine
Nadine

ist
is

so
so

groß
tall

wie
how

Anna.
Anna

Sie
she

ist
is

sogar
even

noch
even

größer.
taller

‘Nadine is as tall as Anna. In fact, she is even taller.’

(13) Nadine
Nadine

ist
is

so
so

groß
tall

wie
how

Anna,
Anna

aber
but

nicht
not

größer.
taller

‘Nadine is as tall as Anna, but she is not taller than her.’

Taking stock.

The standard quantificational approach to degree operators:

– Not without challenges.
(See e.g. von Stechow (1984a), Schwarzschild & Wilkinson (2002), Rett (2010), and Penka (2011))

– Attractive as it provides us with a systematic view of the semantics of degree operators
(as generalized degree quantifiers).

– Captures the close relation between the comparative and the equative,
which extends beyond the entailment relation:

2.2 Negative Island Effects

Descriptively, lambda-abstraction over degrees does not appear possible across negation.
(e.g. Rizzi 1990, Rullmann 1995, Fox & Hackl 2006, Hofstetter 2012)

*[wh [hd,ti �1, d [neg. [t1,d (gradable adjective)]]]]
"___________|

(14) *I wonder [how old Ann isn’t]. – degree question –

(15) a. *Peter
Pete

ist
is

älter
older

[als
than

Anne
Ann

nicht].
not

Like English: *Pete is older than Ann isn’t.

b. *Peter
Pete

ist
is

so
so

alt
old

[wie
how

Anne
Ann

nicht ].
not

Like English: *Pete is as old as Ann isn’t.
{d : age(A) < d} ✓ {d : age(P ) � d}

A semantic explanation for NIEs:
The type of set denoted by the comparative clause is the source of the infelicity.

J [hd,ti how �1, d [Ann [not [t1,d old]]]] Kg = {d : ¬(age(A) � d)} = {d : age(A) < d}
If age(A) = 33 yrs, then {d : age(A) < d} = { 34 yrs; 35 yrs; 36 yrs; . . . }, an infinite set.
This set can never be a subset or equal to the finite set of degrees to which Peter is old.
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Aside #1: The effect does not arise if negation is low and targets only the verb.
Natural if uttered by a frustrated teacher at some point during the term.
Denotation of the complement clause is a finite set, though:
{d : card(days of school that P attended ( 6= didn’t miss)) � d}.

(16) Peter
Peter

hat
has

jetzt
now

so
so

viele
many

Tage
days

gefehlt
missed

[wie
how

er
he

nicht
not

gefehlt
missed

hat ].
has

‘Peter has now missed as many days of class as he hasn’t missed.’

Aside #2: Contextual domain restriction is available as a rescue strategy to lift the NIE.
Context makes available three years as an upper limit of the age scale.
The scalar particle noch (‘still’) is anaphoric to this degree.

(17) a. Context: Sammy is really looking forward to his third birthday next week.
Tine just celebrated her third birthday.

b. Tine
Tine

ist
is

jetzt
now

so
so

alt
old

wie
how

Sammy
Sammy

noch
still

nicht
not

ist.
is

‘Tine has now reached an age that Sammy has not yet reached.’

3 The Puzzle Revisited

The puzzle from German:
Negative indefinites only give rise to NIEs with the comparative, but not with degree equatives.
Von Stechow (1984b, p. 187, no. (17)) and Penka (2011, pp. 73-75)

(1) Helena
Helena

ist
is

so
so

schön
beautiful

[wie
how

keine
no

andere
other

Frau].
woman

‘Helena is more beautiful than any other woman.’

(3) *Helena
Helena

ist
is

schöner
beautiful.er

[als
than

keine
no

andere
other

Frau].
woman

‘Helena is more beautiful than no other woman.’

“. . . under the standard analysis, which parallels that of comparatives, it is not possible to derive the correct
interpretation for a sentence with an NI in the complement.” (Penka 2011, p. 74)

Why?

(18) Interpreting the Negative Indefinite (NI) within the complement clause:
{d : ¬9x [woman(x) & x 6= H & beauty(x) � d]} Infinite set! Would trigger NIE.
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(19) Scoping the NI outside of the complement clause:
J (1) K = 1 iff ¬9x [woman(x) & x 6= H & {d : beauty(x) � d} ✓ {d : beauty(H) � d}]
‘There is no woman whom Helena equals or surpasses in beauty.’
Helena the least beautiful woman!

Independently problematic:
Complement clause, essentially degree relative clause, might be an island.
*[[Which moat ]1 is the drawbridge longer [than t1,e is wide]]?

Maybe adopting a more sophisticated analysis of German Negative Indefinites will work?

(20) Bei
at

der
the

Operation
operation

muss
must

kein
no

Anästhesist
anesthesiologist

anwesend
present

sein.
be

(Penka 2012, p. 517, no. (2)-(3))

(21) a. neg. � modal � 9 (split scope): Prominent reading!
‘It is not required that an anesthesiologist is present during the operation.’

b. modal � neg. � 9:
‘It is required that no anesthesiologist be present during the operation.’

c. neg. � 9 � modal:
‘No anesthesiologist is required to be present during the operation.’

(22) Decomposing the NI into sentential negation and an existential quantifier:
(Jacobs (1980, 1982), Kratzer (1995), Penka (2011, 2012))

J (1) K = 1 iff ¬{d : 9x [woman(x) & x 6= H & beauty(x) � d]} ✓ {d : beauty(H) � d}
iff {d : beauty(H) � d} ⇢ {d : 9x [woman(x) & x 6= H & beauty(x) � d]}
‘Helena’s beauty is less than that of the most beautiful other woman.’

Maybe our analysis of the German equative is not quite right, then?
(Doris Penka, recent unpublished work)

4 The Proposal

In a nutshell: We also adopt a decompositonal approach to Negative Indefinites, but suggest
that in the case of the equative, negation takes scope over an exhaustivity operator that generates
the exactly-implicature, while the existential is interpreted within the complement clause.

Let’s take a step back.

4.1 Deriving the Scalar Implicature

How exactly does the exactly-reading of the degree equative come about?

(9) Susanne
Susan

ist
is

so
so

groß
tall

[wie
how

Anne
Ann

groß ist].
tall is

‘Susan is as tall as Ann.’

A ✓ S
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The intuitive reasoning behind the exactly-reading:
The comparative operator ⇢ competes with the equative operator ✓.
The speaker used ✓ and not ⇢, therefore ¬ ⇢. If ¬(A ⇢ S), then A = S.

Deriving the scalar implicature at Logical Form with the help of an exhaustification operator,
an exclusive focus-evaluating operator modified from Beck (2016, p. 23, fn. 4)4:
(see e.g. Chierchia, Fox & Spector 2012)

(23) [exh [hs,ti �0, s [DegP soalt [�1, d [Anna t1,d-tallw0,s ]]] [�2, d [Nadine t2,d-tallw0,s ]]]]

(24) Jexh(�) Kord(w) = 1 iff 8q 2 J� Kalt & q 6= J�Kord : q(w) = 0
Jexh(�) Kord(w) is defined iff J�Kord(w) = 1

Assume that the relevant alternative set contains only the comparative and the equative:
(25) J so (‘as’) Kord = �D0

hd,ti.�Dhd,ti. D
0 ✓ D

J so (‘as’) Kalt = {[�D0
hd,ti.�Dhd,ti. D

0 ✓ D]; [�D0
hd,ti.�Dhd,ti. D

0 ⇢ D]}.

The derivation of the exactly-implicature then schematically proceeds as follows:
(26) definedness conditions: A ✓ S

truth conditions: EXH(A ✓ S) iff ¬(A ⇢ S) iff A 6⇢ S ) A = S

In more detail:
(27) ALT = {[�w. {d : heightw(A) � d} ✓ {d : heightw(S) � d}];

[�w. {d : heightw(A) � d} ⇢ {d : heightw(S) � d}]}

EXH(�w. {d : heightw(A) � d} ✓ {d : heightw(S) � d})(w@) = 1 iff
8q 2 ALT & q 6= [�w. {d : heightw(A) � d} ✓ {d : heightw(S) � d}] : q(w) = 0

iff {d : heightw@
(A) � d} 6⇢ {d : heightw@

(S) � d}
EXH(�w. {d : heightw(A) � d} ✓ {d : heightw(S) � d})(w@) is defined iff
{d : heightw@

(A) � d} ✓ {d : heightw@
(S) � d}

) {d : heightw@
(A) � d} = {d : heightw@

(S) � d}

4.2 Negation above the Exhaustification Operator

Negation appears to be able to be interpreted above the exhaustification operator
and thereby to target the implicature:

(28) a. Joe didn’t see Mary or Sue; he saw both.
b. It is not just that you can write a reply. You must.
c. I don’t expect that some students will do well, I expect that all students will.

(Chierchia, Fox & Spector 2012, p. 2305, no. (16))

4 For more sophisticated versions, see e.g. Krifka (1995), Fox (2007), Spector (2016) and Fox & Spector
(to appear). More specifically, unlike only, the exhaustification operator may in fact not presuppose that
J�Kord(w) = 1, but assert it. Also, only those propositions in J�Kalt that are not entailed by J�Kord are
excluded by exhaustification. We will briefly return to this question below.
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Schematically applied to an example with disjunction,
assuming that the only relevant alternative to disjunction is conjunction.

(29) definedness condition: M _ S
truth conditions: ¬(exh(M _ S)) iff ¬(¬(M ^ S))
iff ¬(¬M _ ¬S) iff ¬(¬M) ^ ¬(¬S) iff M ^ S (The conjunction! )

Ingredients to the solution of Penka (2011)’s Puzzle:

Decompose the Negative Indefinite at Logical Form into a negation and an existential quantifier.
Interpret the negation above the exhaustification operator.
Interpret the existential within the complement clause of the equative.

(1) Helena
Helena

ist
is

so
so

schön
beautiful

[wie
how

keine
no

andere
other

Frau].
woman

‘Helena is more beautiful than any other woman.’

(30) a. denotation of the complement clause:
W = {d : 9x [x is a woman & x 6= H & beauty(x) � d]}
(The beauty degrees of the most beautiful woman that is not Helena.)

b. degree set derived by Quantifier Raising:
H = {d : beauty(H) � d}

(31) core proposition p:
�w. {d : 9x [x is a woman & x 6= H & beautyw(x) � d} ✓ {d : beautyw(H) � d}

(32) definedness condition: W ✓ H
truth conditions: ¬(EXH(p)) iff ¬(¬(W ⇢ H)) iff W ⇢ H (The comparative! )

We derive the desired interpretation:
Helena is more beautiful than any other woman.

Disclaimer: Depending on the definition of the exhaustification operator, the analysis of these data is slightly
more complex and requires that exh(not(exh(p))). See sections 7.2 and 7.3 in Fox & Spector (to appear) for a
step-by-step derivation of the desired interpretation of the disjunction, which is parallel to our example.

5 Discussion and Concluding Remarks

Some predictions, some speculation, and questions for further research:

Why are Negative Indefinites (NIs) ungrammatical with symmetrical equatives?

(See also von Stechow (1984b, pp. 187-188).)

(33) *Helena
Helena

ist
ist

genauso
exactly.so

schön
beautiful

[wie
how

keine
no

andere
other

Frau].
woman

‘Helena is exactly as beautiful as no other woman.’

– The analysis crucially relies on the implicature generated
from the asymmetric entailment relation between ⇢ and ✓.
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– If we assume that genauso (‘exactly so’) encodes equality of sets =,
the sentence does not generate any implicatures, which negation could in turn target.

– No implicatures here then equals no exhaustification operator at Logical Form.
The Negative Indefinite must be interpreted within the complement clause,
which yields an infinite set and causes a Negative Island Effect.

Why are NIs ungrammatical in the complement clause of the comparative?

– The Negative Indefinite must be interpreted within the complement clause,
deriving an infinite set (and thus a Negative Island Effect).

– No other syntactic position is available as there is no exhaustification
because of a lack of alternatives that entail the comparative.

Why are NIs ungrammatical in the complement clause

of both the equative and the comparative in English?

“Unlike its Germanic brethren kein and geen, no does not normally allow its negation to split from it,
taking scope over another operator and leaving an indefinite behind.” (Potts 2000, lines 2-5)

– However:

(34) The company need fire no employees.
‘There is no need to fire any employees.’
(Potts 2000, line 85, no. (9))

– The environments for scope splitting are subject to crosslinguistic variation.
(See Penka (2012) for an overview.)

Summary. Penka (2011)’s Puzzle is the result of an interesting interaction at the semantics-
pragmatics interface, which in turn provides additional support for a grammatical view of scalar
implicatures (Chierchia, Fox & Spector 2012).

A special case of a split-scope reading of NIs in German:
Negation takes scope over an exhaustification operator,
while the existential is interpreted within the complement clause.
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